1. Choose the correct word to complete this sentence. Write it in the space.

I ________ with Malaika.

playing          played

2. Write this sentence using capital letters and either a full stop (.), question mark (?) or exclamation mark (!).

i had a lovely time playing with henry on saturday  

3. Put a full stop (.), a question mark (?) or an exclamation mark (!) to punctuate these sentences.

What are we having for lunch

We are having fish and chips

Yuk, I hate fish and chips

4. Tick the correct plural word.

lunches  
lunchs

5. Tick the correct plural word.

potato  
potatoes
6. Add the suffix ‘er’ to these words to make a noun.
   teach____
   sing____

7. Tick the sentence that is correct.
   Leon ate his cake.  
   Leon eated his cake.  

8. Add ‘er’ or ‘est’ to these sentences.
   Ali is tall. Adam is tall____. Kevin is tall____.

9. Write the opposite of these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.
   safe ________
   lucky ________
   fair ________

10. Use numbers 1 to 4 to put these sentences in order to make a short story. The first one has been done for you.

    Finally Ali asked his granddad and he said yes!  
    First he asked his mum and she said no.  
    Ali wanted to go swimming.  
    After that Ali asked his dad and he said no too.